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Abstract— In conventional analysis, buildings are analyzed 

after the complete modeling of the frame with the application 

of all the loads including the dead load in a single stage while 

in construction stage analysis the dead load (plus partial live 

load) are applied in separate stages as the structures are 

constructed storey by storey. This paper provides a review on 

the results of the above two different analysis methods 

studied in various journal papers.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Building frames are analyzed as single step using linear static 

analysis on the assumption that the frame is subjected to the 

full load once the whole structure is constructed completely. 

But in practice dead load due to the each frame components 

are imposed in separate stages as the frame is constructed 

story by story. Accordingly, the stability of frame varies from 

every construction stage. Buildings with transfer beams or 

transfer slabs are vulnerable to the effect of sequential 

construction this is because when sequential construction is 

ignored, the analysis assumes that the entire loads are carried. 

A detailed study and comparison of the variation in 

deformations and forces will be presented for the transfer 

girders and the frame which is above the transfer girders, by 

analyzing the buildings with above two different methods. 

The whole work is carried out by using ETABS analysis and 

design software. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

1) A study has been made on the difference between the 

results of normal linear elastic analysis and sequential 

construction  analysis.[1]  The results were are as 

follows, Two different cases were also considered: 

(Case a): All the beams, including the transfer beam, have   

the same size of 600(D) x 300(W). 

 Axial force on the column that is supported by the 

transfer beam from Sequential Construction Analysis is 

about (10) times larger than in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

 The bending moment on the transfer beam from 

Sequential Construction Analysis is about (3) times 

larger than in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

 The mid-span displacement on the transfer beam from 

Sequential Construction Analysis is about (2.5) times 

larger than in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

(Case b): The transfer beam is enlarged to 900(D) x 300(W), 

all other beams have the same size of 600(D) x 300(W). 

 The axial force on the column from Sequential 

Construction Analysis is still about (3) times larger than 

in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

 The bending moment on the transfer beam from 

Sequential Construction Analysis is about (2) times 

larger than in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

 The mid-span displacement on the transfer beam from 

Sequential Construction Analysis is about (2) times 

larger than in Linear Elastic Analysis. 

2) B) In the second study, several models of G+5 and G+7 

RC buildings frames with 4 bays along length and width 

are analyzed using STAADPro. Various stiffness 

governing factors such as bay width/length, storey 

height, etc. are decided as basic parameters. Six frames 

of five storied and seven storied RC buildings of bay 

width/length 4m, 5m and 6m and storey height 3m were 

modeled and analyzed with conventional method and by 

Construction Stage Analysis. Then three frames of five 

storied RC building of storey height 4m and bay 

width/length 4m, 5m, and 6m were also analyzed by both 

the methods. The results of construction stage model 

were compared conventional analysis considering 

earthquake forces for knowing the significance of any 

one of them. Following results are noticed.[2] 

A. Beams 

 Edge beams are found to be critical for all the responses 

except twisting moment and span moment if analyzed 

conventionally considering earthquake forces. 

 Whereas, interior beams are always critical during 

construction. Therefore, construction stage analysis is 

most suitable. 

B. Columns 

 Corner columns are found to be critical during 

earthquake and not during construction. 

 Whereas edge columns are critical if analyzed by 

construction stage analysis. 

 For interior columns all the responses are governed by 

earthquake forces. 

There is no effect of number of stories or storey 

height on the responses of the external forces. 

3) Another paper presents simple technique to define the 

stages during construction process and carry out 

construction using temporary cables to support the 

cantilever arm of CFT during the construction of deck. 

In our study construction stage analysis considering time 

dependent material property like creep and shrinkage is 

also carried out using MIDAS Civil software. Various 

parameters like cable forces, deflection, axial force, 

bending moment etc are studied for various construction 

stages. Also the results for deflections are compared with 

actual field measurements.[3] 

The study deals with modeling & analyzing Nagpur 

cable stayed bridge which is under construction over the 

Nagpur railway station. It is semi –fan type of bridge having 

200 m long cable stayed span which is unsymmetrical in 

longitudinal as well as transverse direction. Total Span of 

Bridge : 200m Right Side Span (Sadar Side) : 111.8m Left 

Side Span (Bhandara side) : 88.2 m End & Central Supports 

: Pier P2(Sadar end), P3(Central Pylon),Pier P4(Bhandara 
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end) Total Height of Pylon : 55.622 m Total width of the deck 

: 12.4 m No of traffic Lanes : 3 Width of Footpath : 1.2m 

 
Following results are noticed: 

 Large deflection in deck and pylon occurs during 

construction stage analysis by cantilever method; hence 

it is very much necessary to carry out construction stage 

analysis to avoid unseen problems in future 

 By using the temporary cable to support the CFT arm, 

we can successfully reduce the shear coming on deck by• 

transferring the CFT load to pylon.. Also proper level of 

CFT can be achieved during casting by use of temporary 

cables. The pretension force in temporary and permanent 

cable during casting of end segment is maximum. 

 There is uplift at end of shorter span if the weight of deck 

on either side of pylon is unbalanced. This can be• 

tackled by providing different deck material on either 

side of pylon or by using tie-down bars to pull down the 

deck. In Nagpur cable stayed bridge this problem was 

tackled by using tie down bars. 

 The cable forces varies during the construction process 

on average of 40 to 50% hence the stressing and 

distressing• of cables has to be done properly during each 

construction stage. 

 The effect of creep and shrinkage is more pronounced in 

initial 1000 days. The deflection in deck due to creep 

and• shrinkage is about 10 to 15 % of the total deflection 

.Hence it is necessary to consider the time dependent 

material properties in case of concrete cable stayed 

bridge to achieve proper camber of the deck. 

 The analysis results and actual site measurements for 

construction stage analysis were found to be more or 

less• similar .Hence construction stage analysis using 

forward construction stage method can be successively 

used for cables stayed bridges. 

 Although construction stage is a time taking process but 

it is must require in case of cantilever construction of• 

cable stayed bridge. If it is not done properly, the entire 

construction at site can be halted due to large 

deformation and thereby may result in heavy economic 

loss. 

4) Another study shows the effect of sequential 

construction on rigid RC frame of different 

configurations. The sequential load case is simulated for 

the dead load and live load. To carry out the study, the 

finite element model is analysed sequentially and 

conventionally.[4] 

The plan has a floating column in the bottom storey. 

These structures have been analysed for sequential loading 

and the analysed   results have been compared with the single 

step analysis for structure having same configuration. The 

variation in axial deformation, axial force, Bending moments 

and Shear forces were calculated. 

 The axial deformation in the construction sequence 

analysis is more at first story which is 17.204 mm in 

supporting beam and it is going to be decreased as the 

story level increases hence at the end of total height the 

story the value is 1.742 mm. The axial deformation in 

linear static analysis is less as compared to construction 

sequence analysis which is 5.988 mm at first story and 

increased at top story having deformation value 7.317 

mm. 

 The axial force in the construction sequence analysis is 

more at first story which is 964.85 KN in external column 

and it is going to be decreased as the story level increases 

hence at the end of total height the story the value is 

64.964 KN. The axial force in linear static analysis is less 

as compared to construction sequence analysis which is 

358.2113 KN at first story and then decreased at top story 

having axial force 46.6436KN. 

 Bending moment in the construction sequence analysis 

is more at first story which is 322.132 KN-m in external 

column and it is going to be decreased as the story level 

increases hence at the end of total height the story the 

value is -35.1156 KN-m. The bending moment in linear 

static analysis is less as compared to construction 

sequence analysis which is 114.9895 KN-m at first story 

and decreased at top story having bending moment -

15.81 KN-m. 

From these results it is found that the deformation, 

axial force and bending moment are more in support when 

RC frame is analysed by construction sequence manner than 

linear static manner. 

5) In one more study case, a commercial building located at 

Angamaly of 2B + G + 6 is identified to study the 

significance of construction stage analysis. It has a total 

plinth area of about 9493.27 sqm and land area of about 

2756 sqm.[5] 

The case study building is modeled in ETABS for 

construction stage analysis. The deformation, bending 

moment and shear force are considered in the study for 

comparison between conventional analysis and construction 

stage analysis. 

A brief discussion pertaining to column shortening 

and related observations from the study is also presented. In 

order to study the effect of sequential application of loading, 

a section is chosen and a column is removed from the 

basement to create a transfer girder. Transfer girders are 

vulnerable to construction sequence. This is because if 

construction sequence is ignored, the analysis assumes all 

loads are carried by the entire truss action. 

The deformations, shear force and bending moment 

values of the section for all floors are compared for 

construction stage analysis and conventional analysis. 

From the study it is found that for construction stage 

analysis, the deformations, shear force and bending moments 

are more in the bottom floors and are found to be decreased 
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for the top floors. It is concluded that the deformation is more 

than double for the lower floors when we consider the 

construction stage analysis. 

Column shortening occurs due to various factors like 

elastic stresses due to gravity loads, creep caused by gravity 

loads, drying shrinkage and temperature 

Variations of exposed columns. In this study the 

column shortening due to applied load is calculated. 

The column shortening values of exterior and 

interior columns is found for section for both conventional 

analysis and construction stage analysis. The deformation of 

the column in z direction will give the value of column 

shortening for the applied loads. It can be seen that for bottom 

stories the column shortening is under estimated and for top 

floors the column shortening is over estimated. 

From the comparison results it is found that for 

conventional analysis the deformation, bending moment and 

shear force are underestimated for the bottom floors and the 

same are over estimated in the upper floors when compared 

with construction stage analysis. 

The column shortening for exterior and interior 

columns for a particular section is also find out for 

conventional analysis and construction stage analysis. From 

the results it is found that the value of column shortening is 

over estimated for upper floors and under estimated for lower 

floors in case of conventional analysis. So for high-rise 

buildings in order to provide column shortening 

compensation, accurate values of column shortening can be 

find out from construction stage analysis. 

III. CONCLUSION 

1) Construction sequence analysis in structures of RCC is 

necessary to improve the analysis accuracy in terms of 

displacement, axial, moment and shear force in 

supporting beam and column near of it and also for the 

whole the structure overall. 

2) Regarding displacement results, structure considered 

sequential effects shows the worst part than that of 

structure. 

3) Inclusion of sequential load case in the analysis of 

multistoried RCC structure provides more realistic 

design than the conventional design. 
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